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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a novel approach for unsupervised change detection on multi-spectral satellite
images. The advantage of unsupervised approach over the supervised one is that the generation of an appropriated
ground truth is not required. Especially, when the ground truth is not available, the unsupervised approach is the
fundamental one. The unsupervised change detection method used in this paper is based on the concept of kernel
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The advantage of using kernel PCA over standard PCA is that it can handle
non-linear relationships between data by projecting the data into higher dimension using kernel function. Assuming
that relationship between data point after projecting data into higher dimensional space is linear, the principal basis
vectors can then be extracted. A pixel is classified as unchanged if the absolute value of its second principal component is larger than a threshold. To improve the performance of kernel PCA, the ensemble approach is applied i.e.,
bootstrapped aggregating, which is also known as the bagging. The concept of bagging is to combine the change
detection results from weak change detectors to improve overall performance. The proposed method begins with generating bootstrap samples. That is, the image pixels are random sampled with replacement. Each bootstrap sample is
then used to construct a change detector using kernel PCA; a set of change detector is hence obtained. As a result,
to classify a pixel as change or un-change, the change detection results from those change detectors are then fused
by majority voting. By using random samples instead of using all image pixels at once for detecting change, the
computation time is reduced. In other words, a large amount of computational resource is not required. To evaluated,
the performance of the proposed methods, it was tested with multispectral satellite images i.e., Landsat 8. The experimental results will be illustrated as a change map. The analysis on principal basis vector extracted from the data
using kernel PCA will be performed.
1.

Introduction

In remote sensing, change detection is a fundamental task in multi-temporal analysis of satellite imagery and
still on-going research agenda [8]. The purpose of change detection is to detect or label pixels or areas having surface
component alternations. Such changes including land use or land cover changes are very useful in many applications
such as deforestation, urban expansion monitoring.
The change detection algorithms can be roughly categorized into two approaches i.e., supervised and unsupervised change detections. The supervised approach exploits the scene knowledge or ground truth as training data
which can be obtained manually. The training data is used to train or tune the parameters of change detectors. Examples of supervised change detection techniques are support vector machine [7] and artificial neural network [6].
The accuracy of the change detection is hence depend on the quality of the training data. The major drawback of this
approach is that the training data must be known a priori and can be time consuming.
The later approach is the unsupervised one which is adopted in this work. The advantage of the unsupervised
change detection is that the change can be automatically detected without having any ground truth to train the change
detectors. Some popular unsupervised change detection approaches include, but no limited to, image differencing
[2], change vector analysis [9], texture based analysis [12] and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [4]. Image
differencing technique uses difference image, which is calculated by pixel-wise subtracting image acquired from different time. The pixels having high positive or negative change are most likely change. Similar to image differencing
technique, change vector analysis technique uses pixelwise vector subtraction. That is, a multi-spectral image pixel
is represented as a vector. The magnitude and direction of change vector are used in the analysis. Therefore, the
changes are not only detected, but also classified. The texture based change detection uses statistics of the spatial
distribution of the image pixels for analysis. The drawback of this approach is the selection of appropriated window
size for computing statistical parameters. The PCA technique is based on the principle of dimensionality reduction.
By projection data onto new basis vectors, the principal components are then used for change detection. For readers
interested in reviewing change detection techniques, [8] is recommended.
Motivated by the work of Celik [3], the proposed method adopts PCA technique to detect change on multitemporal satellite images because of its simplicity. The limitation of [3], is that the multi-spectral satellite image must
be converted to a single band image e.g., vegetation index; the standard PCA is then used to extract the change on

the image. The proposed method exploits kernel PCA for change detection. Unlike standard PCA, the kernel PCA
can handle non-linear relationship in the data [10]. In terms of computation, using all image pixels at once in PCA
technique can be a problem because the size of a satellite image is usually large. That is, the size of the matrix used in
PCA computation can be very large. Thus, the computational time can be very long and large computational resource
is required. To fix this problem, the proposed method applied ensemble concept by using sampled image pixels to
construct various change detectors. The final change detection result is then the combination of the results from those
detectors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the principles of PCA and kernel PCA are briefly
discussed. The proposed change detection method will be presented in Section 3. The experimental result will be
illustrated in Section 3. In Section 4, the conclusion and future work will be discussed.
2.

Principal component analysis

In machine learning and data mining, the major problem is the high-dimensional data. PCA is a popular
technique for reducing the dimension of the data. The concept is to extract the intrinsic dimension of data which
is relatively small to the original dimension. In this section, the standard PCA is first reviewed to provide the basic
concept of principal component. A more generic analysis i.e., kernel PCA, which can handle non-linearity in the data,
is then presented.
2.1.

Standard PCA

The principal component analysis is a data analysis technique, especially for dimensionality reduction and
feature extraction. The goal of PCA is to find a transformation into linear sub-space having dimentionality lower than
that of original data space such that the data in the linear sub-space has the largest variance.
Let there be N data points xi ∈ RP , i = 1 . . . , N . For example, in the satellite remote sensing applications,
sampled image pixels xi is the set of sampled image pixels and P is the number of bands which can be used to form
a matrix X with P rows and N columns:
X = [x1 x2

...

xN ] ∈ RP ×N

(1)
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Moreover, the observed data is centered such that i=1 xi = 0, which can be done by translating the origin of the
data coordinate system to the mean of the data. The covariance matrix of the data can be computed as:
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As it is already mentioned that, the goal of PCA is to project the data into a lower-subspace. Let the dimensionality
of the linear subspace is M i.e., M < P . We therefore attempts to find the transformation V to transform the data into
the subspace:
bi = Vxi ,
x
(3)
where V = [v1 , . . . , vM ]> and vi> vi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , M . Moreover, it is assumed that the covariance matric of
the data in the subspace is diagonal. The transformation matrix V hence maximize the trance of the covariance matrix
in the subspace:
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According to (3), one obtains:

b
V = arg max trace VCV> .
V

(5)

The transformation V can be computed using Lagrange multiplier technique. By setting the derivative of the Lagrangian function to be zero, one obtains:
CV = λV.
(6)
That is, the transformation matrix V can be computed by solving the eigenvalue problem, where vl ∈ RP \ {0} is the
eigenvector and λ eigenvalue.
The new bases of the observed data are then the eigenvectors having first M largest eigenvalues. Moreover,
eigenvectors are the directions of maximum variance in the data. Particularly, the principal components can be
obtained by projecting the data to the new basis vectors. The new data coordinates in the new bases are called
principal components.

2.2.

Kernel PCA

A major drawback of the ordinary PCA is that it cannot handle non-linear relationship in the data. In other
word, the standard PCA performs poorly when the structure of the data is more complicated and cannot be represented
by a linear subspace.
To extend the standard PCA to handle non-linear data distribution, kernel PCA technique projects the data in
P -dimensional space into higher dimensional space. Particularly, the data is project into the higher dimensional space
via a nonlinear function:
φ : RP → F,
(7)
The space F is referred to as the feature space which is an inner product space. Hence, φ(xi ) is the image of the data
point xi in the feature space. Moreover, the dimension of the feature space F is much larger than that of data space.
It is hypothesize that, the distribution of the data after projection into the feature space i.e., x → φ(xi ) is linear. The
standard PCA can thus be performed. Given N data points, which is a set of sampled image pixels, the observation
in the feature space is:
Φ = [φ(x1 ) φ(x2 ) . . . φ(xN )] ,
(8)
PN
Assuming that the data after projection into the feature space is centered i.e., i=1 φ(xi ) = 0. Similar to the ordinary
PCA, the covariance matrix of the data after projection into higher dimensional space is:
C=

1 >
ΦΦ .
N

(9)

Similar to the standard PCA, its eigenvalue problem is stated as:
Cvl = λl vl

(10)

Since the eigenvector lies within the span of {φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), . . . , φ(xN )} i.e., vl ∈ span{φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), . . . , φ(xN )}.
That is, the eigenvector can be represented as a linear combination:
vl =

N
X

αli φ(xi ).

(11)

i=1

We therefore come up with the eigenvalue problem [11]:
N λl αl = Kαl ,

(12)

where αl = [αl1 , . . . , αlN ]> .
The matrix K is an N × N matrix. Its element is the inner product of points φ(xi ) and φ(xj ) in the feature
space:
Kij = hφ(xi ), φ(x)j i ,

(13)

which is symmetric and positive definite. The matrix K is also known as the Gramm matrix. In [11], it is shown that,
with a proper non-linear function Φ, the inner product in the feature space can be computed without knowing the
values of φ(xi ) and φ(xj ). Namely, the elements of K can be computed in the original space without mapping the
data point into the feature space which possibly has infinite dimensionality. Therefore, the pairwise relation of points
in the original space can be used to construct the matrix K:
k : RP × RP → R, Kij = k(xi , xj ),

(14)

where the function k is called kernel function. Some popular kernel function are:
• Gaussian: k(xi , xj ) = e
•
•

kx−xj k2
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To compute the l -principal component by projecting the data onto the lth eigenvector, with the kernel function, the projection can be computed easily:
PCl (x) = hvl , φ(x)i =

N
X

αli k(x, xi ).

i=1

The principal component will be used to classify a pixel as “change” or “unchange”.

(15)

Figure 1: Workflow of the proposed change detection method begins with the histogram matching between image
taken at two different times. The image pixels are then bootstrap sampled to generate a set of change detectors. The
final change detection result is then the majority vote of the result from all change detectors.
3.

The proposed change detection method

In this section, the proposed unsupervised change detection method will be explained. The process begins
with the histogram matching between two image taken in different dates. The purpose of the histogram matching
is to reduce the effect of sensor response that can change overtime. The proposed change detection is based on
the ensemble concept [5]. That is, the results from many (weak) change detectors are combined to make a final
change detection result. Therefore, image pixels are sampled with replacement. Each sample set is then used to
generate a change detector using kernel PCA. The reason of using ensemble approach is that using all image pixels at
once to generate a single change detector required large amount of computation resource, especially, for solving the
eigenvalue problem (13) and computing the principal component (15) because the amount of satellite image’s pixels
is huge. In summary, the work flow of the proposed change detection algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.
3.1.

Histogram matching

The purpose of histogram matching is to adjust the digital numbers of an image such that its histogram is
match with that of the reference one. The process begins with the calculation of cumulative distribution function of
two images’ histograms. Let the cumulative distribution functions of reference and the input image be Fref and Finput ,
respectively. The histograms of those images can be matched under the relation:
Fref (Gref ) = Finput (Ginput ),

(16)

where Ginput and Gref are the grey values of input and reference images, respectively. Therefore, the color of the input
image can be adjusted to be matched with the reference one by:
−1
−1
adjusted grey value = Fref
(Finput (Ginput )) = Fref
◦ Finput (Ginput )

(17)

The image after color adjustment is used in the change detector generation.
3.2.

Kernel PCA for change detection

The core process of the proposed change detection algorithm is the kernel PCA. As it is already mention, the
proposed method uses the several change detectors generated from sampled image pixels. Without loss of generality,

the construction of a single change detector is explained.
Let x1 and x2 be image pixels sampled from the first and second images, respectively. The kernel PCA can be
performed using bi-temporal data:
 1

x1 . . . x1n

X=
,
(18)
x21 . . . x2n 2P ×N
where N is the number of sampled image pixel. The image of X in the feature space is then:
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The kernel PCA is then performed to extract the principal component from the data.
To detect change, it is hypothesized that the relation between unchange pixels in feature space is linear. That
is, the unchange pixels in the feature space lie in a narrow elongated cluster along the first principal axis. The change
pixels therefore lie far from the first principal axis. As a consequence, the second principal component can be used for
quantifying the amount of change such that a pixel is classified as “change” if its absolute second principal component
is larger than a threshold:

1 PC2 (x) > τ (change)
D(x) =
(20)
0 otherwise (unchange)
The threshold is selected using k-means algorithm to find clusters in the absolute values of the second principal
components. The largest cluster center is then used as the threshold.
3.3.

Ensemble change detection

In this work, the ensemble approach is employ. The concept of the ensemble approach is to use many classifiers, which is change detector in this work, for classification. The final result is then the combination of results from
all classifiers. The statistical rational behind the concept of ensemble approach is the that the chance of selecting a
poorly performing classifier can be decreased by combining the results from several classifiers. Moreover, the benefit
of using small data subset is the small computation complexity.
The ensemble method used in this work is the Bootstrap Aggregating method also known as Bagging [1].
Bagging creates bootstrap sample by randomly drawing the data with replacement. Each sample is then used to train
a classifier. Finally, a majority or weighted vote is used to classify an instance.
Using the bagging concept, the proposed change detection method generate a set of change detectors, which
is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The algorithm uses bootstrap method to sample the image pixels with replacement.
The sampled pixels is then used to extract eigenvectors from kernel PCA. The threshold is then determined from
the second principal components. The final change detection result is determined from all change detectors using
majority voting:
Final change detection result = Majority({Dt (x)}).
(21)
Algorithm 1: Change detector generation
Input : S : image pixels; T : number of change detectors; n : Bootstrap size(number of sampled pixel); v :
eigenvector; τ : threshold
Output: A set of change detectors D = {Dt }
1 for t ← 1 to T do
2
St ← BootstrapSample(n, S);
3
v ← ComputeKernelPCA(St );
4
τ ← ComputeThreshold(v, St );
5
Dt ← {v, τ }
6 end

3.4.

Experimental result

To test the performance of the proposed change detection method, Landsat-8 images were used, see Figure
7. There sizes are 500pixels × 400pixels. The process begins with histogram matching of all image bands. In this

Figure 2: Landsat-8 images for experiment.
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Figure 3: The first and second principal components using kernel PCA.
experiment, there were 150 change detectors; each detector was constructed using 500 pixels which were randomly
sampling with replacement. The kernel function used in the experiment was Gaussian kernel.
In Figure 3, the scatter plot of the first and second principal components from the generation of a single
change detection is presented. The threshold value is the cluster center of the absolute values of the second principal
component. The change pixels of which the absolute values of the second principal component are greater than the
threshold are plotted with blue color. It can be observed that the unchange pixels are in the cluster elongated in the
direction of the firs principal axis.
According to the concept the of ensemble approach i.e., bagging method, the final change detection result is
majority vote of the detection results from all detectors, where the detection from a single change detector is shown
in (20). The cumulative vote (normalized to 1) from all 150 change detectors is illustrated in Figure 4. Therefore, a
pixel is classified as change if its cumulative vote is greater than 0.5. The final change detection result is shown in
Figure 5. The change detection result on the subarea of the test images is illustrated in Figure 6.
To show the advantage of the ensemble approach, the results from single detector using the same amount of
sampled image pixels are illustrated in Figure 7. The change detection result shown in Figure 7.a is over-detection.

Figure 4: Cumulative voting, where the number of votes is normalized to 1. A pixel most likely change if its
cumulative voting core close to 1.

Figure 5: Change detection result of the image in Figure 2. The change pixels are labelled with red color.

(a) Subarea of the image in Figure 2.a

(b) Subarea of the image in Figure 2.a

(c) Change detection result

Figure 6: The change detection result on the subarea of the image shown in Figure 2. The change pixels are labelled
with red color.
In other words, unchanged pixels are mis-classified as ”change” because its threshold value is too low. The cause of
low threshold value is from the random sampling process drawing unchange pixels from the image. Conversely, the
Figure 7.b shows under-detection. That is, some change pixels were not detected. Using the majority vote can hence
reduce these effects.

(a) Over-detection

(b) Under-detection

Figure 7: Change detection results from two different single detectors.
4.

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel change detection method is presented. Since it can handle the non-linear relation in the
data, the kernel PCA is used as a change detector. However, using all satellite image pixel at once to train the change
detector cannot be possible because the image size can be very large. To reduce the size of computational problem,
we adopted the ensemble approach i.e., bagging. Therefore, a set of change detectors is used in stead of a single
detector. The process begins with the histogram matching in order to reduce the effect of sensor response which can
change over time. A set of change detectors is then generated by randomly sampling image pixels with replacement
i.e., bootstrap sampling. The bootstrap samples are then used to train different change detectors. The final change
detection result of an instance is then the majority voting of the result from all detectors. The performance of the
proposed method is evaluated with satellite image.
In the future work, a new sampling scheme will be developed in order to sample more importance data.
Moreover, a method for determining weight of weight voting will be invented.
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